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Cover Story
In August a group of IDSME members were fortunate enough to be
invited to spend a Sunday afternoon visiting the Beeches Light Railway
in Oxfordshire. This is a private railway that is owned by Adrian
Shooter, the outgoing Chairman of Chiltern Railways. It is a two foot
gauge line that operates around the garden. The line features some
fearsome gradients, particularly near the house, where the grade is
1 in 22.
The cover photograph shows the principle locomotive on the line, as it
climbs the 1 in 22 gradient past the house. The locomotive, No 19,
originally worked on the Darjeeling and Himalaya Railway, having
been built by Sharp Stewart & Co in England in 1890. Originally an
0-4-0 tank engine, the tender was added by Adrian Shooter on its
arrival at the Beeches Light Railway. The coaches were purpose built
for the line by the Festiniog Railway.
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Taking its lead
from the
locomotive, the
station,
Rinkingpong Road,
has many signs in
both Hindi and
English, giving the
air of a station on
the Darjeeling and
Himalaya Railway.
The Railway is as
shown in the
accompanying
diagram. The lower
loop surrounds the
house and 'formal'
garden, while the
upper loop runs
around what is
almost a field,
rather than part of
the garden. If two
trains are running,
then they can
operate
independently on
each loop, but on
the occasion of our
visit there was only
one train running.
After departing the
station it ran
around the full
circuit, only
returning to the
middle section to
call at the station.
Having said there
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was only one train running, there was Model T Ford Railcar parked at
the station for most of the day. Another oddity, hidden away in the
carriage shed
was a train from
the Post Office
Railway.
With lunch
thrown in, and
good weather all
day, it really
was a very
pleasant way to
spend a Sunday
afternoon and
our thanks go to
our hosts for an
excellent visit.
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Chairman's Chat
This 'chat', so near to the AGM is always a problem, so I will keep it
short (Hurrah!). We have had a busy year, the most obvious results of
which are our new station and entrance gate. These two projects have
involved many of you and have already attracted many positive
comments as, despite a fair bit of finishing off to do, they are already
an impressive sight to anyone approaching and entering our premises.
Well done everyone for a superb job.

We already have plans for another big project which will be started
after the others have been completed. More on this at the AGM.
During next summer we are aiming to hold a major on-site exhibition
in conjunction with the Ickenham Festival. Our Hon. Sec. has been
working on this for some time. This will also be discussed at the AGM.
The Ickenham Festival is 'an official 2012 London Olympic Cultural
Event' so evening classes on etiquette, deportment, foreign languages
and diplomacy etc., will be held. (I realise one or two members already
consider themselves cultured!).

It should be another interesting year...

Mel Fuller
Chairman
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Station Update
Work on the station has proceeded apace during
the summer months. The roof structure is largely
complete and we now await our first truly wet
running day with baited breath. Work is currently
focusing on the detail finishes and lighting. The
painting gang have been hard at work applying
multiple coats of paint. Work that is still
outstanding includes the proposed slate roof and
the paving of the platform. There are outline
plans for a formal re-opening ceremony at the
May running day next year. It is hoped that all
work will be complete by then and it seems a
suitable way to mark the 30th Anniversary of the
original opening of the station in May 1982.
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HYDRARGENTUM
by Paracaramel

An engineer told me before he died that steam engines power the
wheels world-wide, or words to that effect. What he didn’t explain was
how they did it and whether there were there any other alternatives.
Let me explain.
Energy can neither be created nor destroyed but only converted from
one form to another and a useful way of doing it is via the Rankine
cycle. This is the route by which we convert a heat source into a
pressure source and thence into motion from which we can generate
electrical energy.
Having started with one of the natural laws of thermodynamics I am
going to follow it with another. The maximum possible thermal
efficiency of a Rankine cycle is determined by the simple Carnot
formula derived from the upper (T1) and lower (T2) temperatures of
the working fluid.

Carnot efficiency = T1 – T2
T1

where T1 and T2 are measured in the absolute Kelvin scale.

It follows that the bigger the difference between the upper and lower
temperatures the higher the efficiency will be. In practice these limits
are determined by the nature of the working fluid and the technology
that can be applied. The characteristics of the ideal fluid are that it
should have a low specific heat1 but a large heat of evaporation2. In
addition it should have a melting point below room temperature yet
have a high critical temperature3. Its saturation pressure4 at the
1. The specific heat is the amount of heat per unit mass required to raise the
temperature by one degree Celsius.
2. Heat of evaporation, is the energy required to transform a given quantity of a
substance into a gas at a given pressure (often atmospheric pressure).
3. The critical temperature of a substance is the temperature at and above which vapor
of the substance cannot be liquefied, no matter how much pressure is applied.
4. Saturation pressure is the pressure, for a corresponding saturation temperature
(boiling point), at which a liquid boils into its vapour phase. Saturation pressure and
saturation temperature have a direct relationship: as saturation pressure is increased
so is saturation temperature.
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lowest temperature of the Rankine cycle should ideally be above
atmospheric pressure thus avoiding the necessity to incorporate a
vacuum condenser. The fluid should be non toxic, non corrosive,
possess a low viscosity and above all be readily available and cheap.
Whilst no single fluid meets all these requirements, water is by far the
best compromise despite its high specific heat, low thermal
conductivity and its lack of wetting power on metal surfaces. Although
these drawbacks can be overcome to some extent by the application of
technology, it has not deterred engineers from examining alternatives.
Some extraordinary fluids have been suggested and even used in heat
engines in the past. These include anhydrous ammonia, sulphur
dioxide, carbon dioxide, ether, alcohol and low boiling petroleum
distillates such as pentane. In the middle of the twentieth century
there was a big flurry of excitement when a wide range of the so-called
Freons and Arctons became available. In the event they were found to
be unsuitable and damaging to the environment. For refrigeration they
have largely been replaced by pentane. In addition to the above
mentioned fluids there is another class of fluids which have some
interesting thermodynamic properties and these are low melting
metals and alloys. Sounds bizarre but fact can be stranger than fiction.
Read on!
It must be appreciated that all liquids, whether metallic or not, have a
vapour pressure which allows them to evaporate. This vapour pressure
and the rate of evaporation increases with a rise of temperature until
the liquid either decomposes or boils. There are a number of alloys
which are liquid at room temperature but the only pure metal which is
liquid at room temperature is mercury. It was one of the seven
elemental metals known to the ancients and its more common name is
quicksilver, coming from the Roman name hydrargentum. We now
know it to be one of the most insidiously toxic of all metals since its
significant vapour pressure at room temperature allows it to evaporate
into the atmosphere, from whence it can be ingested by inhalation and
transferred directly into the bloodstream. Note that the liquid metal
itself has a low toxicity when swallowed since it does not dissolve in
body fluids.
However, we do not have to go back very far in history to a time when
its toxicity was not suspected. Our story begins at some point around
1850 when a Mr Howard designed a passenger steam vessel, which he
subsequently named the Vesta, and which steamed for several years
between London and Ramsgate. The engines for the Vesta were made
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by Mr Penn of the King and Queen Ironworks, Rotherhithe and were
quite conventional in their design. What was not conventional was the
boiler which had a double bottom and contained a liquid amalgam of
mercury and lead. This was heated dry and when steam was called for,
water was sprayed onto the hot amalgam using a hand pump initially
and, when the engines were running, a mechanical pump. In effect this
was a flash boiler using the amalgam as an efficient heat transfer fluid
rather than as a working fluid. To avoid the build-up of deposits the
water had to be pure and was used in a closed cycle. The idea was
patented and a description of its working was published in 1881. The
scene was thus set for the next development in which mercury was
used as a fully working fluid.
Before going any further it would be as well to describe the relevant
characteristics of mercury and how it could be used in a Rankine cycle.
Mercury in both liquid and vapour phases have very high densities but,
while the liquid has a low specific heat, the latent heat of evaporation
is high, which, coupled with a boiling point of 357ºC at atmospheric
pressure, points to an efficient Rankine cycle at modest pressures. In
the early part of the 20th Century it was these characteristics that led
William Leroy Emmet of the General Electric Company to begin the
design of an electricity generating station using mercury as the
working fluid in conjunction with turbo-generators. In the event four
such power stations were designed and built, starting with an
experimental one, built by Helco in 1923 at Hartford Connecticut. By
this time Emmet had
concluded that in order
to maximise the
potential efficiency
savings, the hot exhaust
mercury vapour had to
be combined with a heat
exchanger to produce
steam which powered an
additional set of turbo-
generators. Thus was
born the concept of the
dual, or binary, cycle
system still used today
and as shown in the
diagram. The mercury
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circuit worked at 200 psi and 538ºC and all pipe-work used welded
joints to minimise leakage. The mercury condenser produced steam at
400 psi and 371ºC which was further superheated. It was claimed at
the time that an overall efficiency of 44% was obtained and that the
mercury turbines were particularly effective due to the high density of
the mercury vapour, allowing considerably lower rotational speeds
without loss of turbine efficiency. A further characteristic of mercury is
that there is only one substance known which it will ‘wet’ and this is
the metal tantalum which is prohibitively expensive to use. While this
absence of ‘wetting’ surfaces is a distinct advantage for turbine blades,
it is a big problem when designing boilers, due to its limiting effect on
heat transfer. After an extensive investigation into the problem it was
found that the addition of small amounts of metallic sodium, later to be
replaced with magnesium/titanium, to the mercury allowed it to ‘wet’
the surface of steel thus allowing rapid heat transfer. When the
amalgam is boiled only pure mercury is evaporated thus maintaining
the advantage of not wetting the turbine blades.
By 1928 a scaled up version of the plant had been constructed and
became the world’s first commercial mercury binary cycle system
generating 10 MW from the mercury turbines and 125,000 lb per hour
of steam at 250 psi. Development continued and in 1938 an even larger
plant was commissioned at Schenectady NY having a mercury turbine
output of 20 MW plus 325,000 lb per hour of steam at 400 psi. In this
plant 240,000 lb per hour of steam were generated from cooling the
mercury exhaust and the remainder from steam raising elements
directly mounted above the mercury elements in the furnace thus
increasing the efficiency of heat obtained from the pulverised coal fuel.
The plant was built on a monolithic concrete raft and was the first ever
generating station to be built largely in open air.
The two pictures show a photograph of the plant and a diagram of the
installation. Great attention was paid to the welfare of the operators
and mercury detectors and alarms were widely installed. Emmet
himself managed to avoid the worst effects of mercury poisoning and
died in 1941 at the age of 82. He did not live to see the last, largest and
most complex mercury unit that was built in 1949 at South Meadow,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. This plant was designed by Emmet’s
successor and a schematic diagram is shown overleaf. The rated output
was 40 MW with 15 MW coming from two mercury units and the
remainder from a single steam unit. The overall efficiency was rated at
55%. The plant remained in operation for over forty years but at some
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unreported time the mercury units were overtaken by advancing
technology and were replaced by more conventional steam units
working at ever higher temperatures and pressures.
Thus was mercury, as a working fluid, confined to history although it
did not go quietly. A particular advantage of mercury that could not be
replaced by technology was the compactness that could be obtained
from the use of lower pressures without compromising overall
efficiency. This was of special interest to naval architects and several
proposals were considered. However it is known that NASA designed a
mercury boiler in 1969 to drive a 37 kW turbo-alternator in space. The
heat source was a nuclear reactor cooled by a sodium/potassium heat
exchanger which then boiled the mercury. The entire unit was
designed in spiral form to fit into the cylindrical body of a spacecraft.
Like its predecessors it also was overtaken by technology and replaced
by photovoltaic cells.
As an addendum to the details above, some further comments on the
uses of mercury, past and present, may not come amiss. It is easy to
see why a dense, shiny and liquid metal that runs into droplets should
have been the subject of such intense fascination and given the
attributes of magical properties. Cleopatra is known to have had a set
of small decorated spheres partially filled with mercury which gave her
much amusement. I will not elaborate on this beyond saying that they
were given to her by Anthony. At a more technical level it was mercury
that made the Fortin barometer possible and it gives cause for
reflection as to how many tons of mercury might be distributed around
the country despite the attempt by the EU to ban its use. At another
level how many of us have at least one mercury in glass thermometer
tucked away in some dark corner? But aside from these visible
occurrences, mercury in one form or another is never far away.
Even as you are reading this you may be doing so by the light of some
form of fluorescent or energy-saving lamp. All of these, without
exception, contain mercury. There is no substitute for it. Its vapour
provides the ionisation by which the lamp is able to ‘strike’ and the
electric discharge that follows causes the mercury to emit the ultra-
violet light which fluoresces the phosphor coating on the inside of the
glass envelope. But even if you are not using this form of illumination
there is a very strong chance that you will be clenching your teeth onto
a dental filling that started life as an amalgam with mercury.
Amalgam fillings have been in use for a very long time and despite
reservations having been made about the possible toxic effects, many
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dentists are adamant that no other type of filling can take their place.
Continued research has come up with a near perfect solution based on
an understanding of how the fillings are actually created. The modern
dentist is provided with a twin pack containing pure mercury and a
finely powdered mix of tin, silver and zinc along with optional traces of
copper. At the point of use the mercury is intimately mixed with the
powdered metals which immediately form a paste like amalgam. This
allows the non-mercurial metals to form an alloy which then starts to
reject the mercury. As the filling is being formed the dentist presses the
paste into place and expels the mercury in the form of minute drops. It
is this part of the filling process that gives rise to the familiar ‘squeak’.
The dentist is helped by the fact that as the mercury is expelled the
remaining alloy expands to make a tight filling in the cavity. The
dentist has a range of options. Copper is added to the mix if ‘sculpting’
is required and the amount of zinc can be increased if a harder filling is
required. At the end of the process very little mercury remains in the
filling and the bulk of it is sucked out of the mouth and collected for
recycling. The addition of silver to the alloy has an added bonus in that
it is a very powerful bactericide. All in all, where would we be without
mercury?

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Ashpan Notebook
Ashpan 91 & 92
Thank you to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The winter issue of Ashpan is due to be
published in time for the Christmas Slide Show on 16th December
and so any contributions should be with the editor by the mid
November. The editor's contact details can be found on the inside
front cover.

Exhibitions
IDSME will be attending the exhibitions at Sandown Park and
Alexandra Palace over the winter and you should have received
exhibition forms for exhibits and stewarding with your AGM notices.
It would greatly help our exhibition organiser, Malcolm Parsons, if
you could return these forms as soon as possible, if you have not
already done so.
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Building a 5” Gauge Horse-drawn
Dinorwic Quarry SlateWagon

Mark Hamlin

In Ashpan 85 (Spring 2010) there was an article written by my son,
Simon, describing his OOn3 model horse-drawn tramway layout. This
invoked a comment from one of our ‘District’ members in a letter to the
secretary, that ‘Perhaps IDSME should be re-named the Ickenham &
District Society of Model Engineers and Farriers’. This caused me more
than a little amusement as I was already engaged on the construction
of a 5” gauge model inspired by Simon’s Tram layout.
The mechanism that Simon developed evolved over several models,
until he eventually produced a two horse LCC double-decker which
involved two rocking levers (one per horse), rocked by crankpins on the
rear wheels, with each end of each lever providing the motion for a
diagonally opposed pair of legs on each horse. I just couldn’t help
thinking that if he could cram all of that inside a horse tram model
only about 8cm long then it ought to be possible to expand this idea up
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to something in 5”-gauge with a single rocking lever arrangement to
drive a single horse. I decided that a Narrow-Gauge Slate Wagon
would probably be a suitable prototype.

Wagon Chassis
The Maxitrak starter chassis looked like a suitable basis to work with,
as it provides a flat steel plate chassis with all wheels, motors, gears
and control gear necessary to make an 0-4-0 battery loco, so I
purchased one in March 2010. By co-incidence, a short while later, a
competition to design a body for the Maxitrak starter chassis was
announced by the Engineering In Miniature Magazine. This seemed
too good an opportunity to miss and was an ideal spur to get on with
the project; I’m sure I would probably still be working on it now, had it
not been for this incentive.
The only modification that I carried out to the basic chassis was to
dispense with the front buffer beam and cut the rear buffer beam down
to a size that is just enough to hold the coupling and to provide a
mounting point for the remote controller connector. The IDSME
workshop band-saw came in handy for this, so thanks to Vic Barton for
assistance with the task.
The body consists of a wooden frame, screwed to the chassis, inside
which is hidden the horse-drive mechanism. This consists of a lay-shaft
driven by a spare Maxitrak drive gear wheel meshing with the drive
gear on the rear axle. This lay shaft then drives a second lay-shaft
through a 2:1 reduction gear train using Meccano gears. The second
shaft gear wheel drives a horizontal rocking lever via a connecting rod
attached near to the centre of the lever. The rocking lever provides a
5:1 motion amplification by connecting the horse leg rods to the ends of
the lever as shown in fig. 1. I calculated that this arrangement would
move the legs approximately the same distance as the wagon had
travelled so that the horse wouldn’t appear to be sliding along the rails!
The horse operating push rods pass through the front of the wagon
frame and slide in a pair of Nylatrol bushes. I was given some lengths
of this material by Martin Humphrey who recommended it for this
purpose as it is doesn’t require lubrication.

Wagon Body
The wagon is built to a scale of 2½“ to 1’ to represent a 2’-gauge
Dinorwic Quarry prototype, a drawing of which I found on the Internet.
The slate rails of the wagon body are bolted to a removable floor, using
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6mm diameter studding, with the bottom bolt heads protruding below
to provide the location, so that the body can just be lifted off for access
to the mechanism.
The ‘cotton reel’ spacers between the slate rails were made by drilling a
6mm diameter hole down the centre of lengths of 12mm and 15mm
diameter hardwood doweling mounted in the lathe and then slicing
sections to the correct length with a parting tool. These were then
glued together whilst clamping them between 2 nuts on a spare length
of 6m threaded studding.
The axle boxes are plastic dummies that I obtained from Paul Norman
Plastics (PNP Ltd.). These are simply screwed to the underside of the
wagon frame with wood screws.

Horse
The horse consists of a thick cardboard profile to which I glued
expanded polystyrene foam sheets (wall insulating boards) using PVA
glue and these were then carved to shape with a coping saw. I also cut
four 15mm diameter holes through this foam/cardboard sandwich
using a hole saw and glued dowelling pegs into these holes to give two
strong points for attaching the ball bearings for the horse’s legs and
two for supporting the horse on the traces. The traces are made from
8mm diameter studding covered in heat-shrink insulation material
which gives a knobbly surface to look more like leather.
Once the shape of the horse was complete I covered the whole thing in

Figure 1
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papier-mâché, created using newspaper and neat PVA glue. The leg
pockets were made by curving strips of cardboard and then covering
this with more papier-mâché. See fig. 2.

Each leg is pivoted at the knee as well as at the hip, with the push rods
that operate the legs
being attached to the
knees. The push rods
are bent to form the
knee pivot itself and
are also then bent
downwards and
secured to the lower
leg to provide the leg
articulation. This
means that the lower
legs remain more-or-
less perpendicular to
the ground whilst the
upper legs swing. See
fig. 3.
The horse was covered

Figure 2

Figure 3
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with stretch velour fabric. This meant the horse had to be black, as
brown is not exactly a popular dress colour. Richard Hamilton-Foyn
informs me that this is actually quite authentic as most horses used for
slate haulage were Welsh Cobs, many of which are black. The Welsh
Cob is a smaller horse and was preferred to the Shire Horse as the
latter is too broad to be able to walk comfortably between the rails of a
narrow gauge railway, something, the Corris Railway apparently
discovered when they re-enacted horse traction for their 150th
anniversary in April 2009.
The orientation of the fabric had to be carefully arranged as the stretch
in such fabric is primarily uni-directional, so my wife, Helen, played a
key role in cladding the horse with some pretty nifty stitching skills.
The collar was made using a wire filament wrapped around with
polystyrene sheeting and covered with papier-mâché. Finally the bridle
was made from some leather webbing obtained from a saddlery in
Chalfont St. Giles.

Slate Load (aka the battery box)
The battery is a 33Ah sealed, lead acid, gel-type battery hidden inside
the wagon's slate load. The slates are somewhat over-scale, as they are
cut from real slates to give a convincing appearance, but this means
that they are rather thicker than they should be. However as there are
still around thirty rows of slates, each of which had to be cut to the
correct shape, I
was happy to go
with the
compromise. The
centre section of
the slate load is
removable to
provide access to
the battery, as
shown in fig. 4,
with the horizontal
joint being hidden
behind the top
slate rail. The
centre rows of the
removable slates
also have angled Figure 4
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joints to provide positive longitudinal alignment with the fixed slates
on the bottom. The slates were glued together using ‘No More Nails’
exterior grade glue to provide a solid box. Cutting the slates was
probably the most time consuming part of the whole project as there
was quite a lot of wastage; in fact our patio started to look like a slate
dressing yard and I began to realise why there are such huge piles of
slate waste around all the Welsh quarries. The outer edges of each
slate were cut with a slate cutter (like a giant pair of scissors) whilst
the inside cuts were made using an angle grinder.
The big advantage of using real slates for the load is that it provides a
considerable increase in adhesive weight.

Controller
I wanted the wagon to be remote-controlled as it would have been
difficult to disguise the controls on the wagon body. However, because
the standard chassis package is designed for local-control, I had to find
a way to take 12V through a plug and socket to the controller and back
again. I initially tried using a 3-pin XLR plug and socket, with a
ground connection being made through the body of the connector, but I
found that the Earth terminal on the plug broke away from the body,
which led to the motors cutting out sporadically, especially on the left-
hand curve climbing to the station! As a result I replaced the XLR
with a 4-pin Neutrik latching connector which seems to work better.
Audible warning is provided by a bicycle bulb horn attached to the side
of the remote control box.

Operation
The wagon was designed with operation on our Club’s track much in
mind. With so much of the circuit obscured from the view of anybody
waiting at the track side, the wagon can be operated at full speed with
the horse's legs disengaged for most of the trip; the horse only needs to
be walking when passing the Marsh Junction signal box viewing area
and when approaching and departing from the Station. Consequently
the wagon is fitted with a dummy brake lever that is used to lift the
first lay-shaft drive gear out of mesh with the gear on the axle, thereby
disengaging the horse mechanism.

Midlands Model Engineering Exhibition 2010
The finished wagon was exhibited at the Midlands Model Engineering
at Stoneleigh in October 2010 where it duly won the first prize in the
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aforementioned competition. The prize was to be either supply of the
Maxitrak chassis kit to allow you to build your design or, alternatively,
a refund of the purchase price (£500) if you had already built your
design. In my case this proved rather lucrative as the price of the basic
chassis kit had increased by £100 since I had purchased mine so a
useful profit was gained.
The name for the horse had been the subject of much discussion
amongst Hamlin family members, but once he had won the
competition, the name ‘Victor’ became the obvious one!

At around this time I mentioned in one of the threads on the IDSME
message board that my design (at that stage, unknown to IDSME
Members) for this competition had won and that I would bring my
creation along to the November 2010 General Interest Meeting
provided it wasn’t raining. This comment instigated a fine example of
the way that some of the threads on the IDSME message board wander
along some amazing paths, as various members speculated on what my
design might be:

On 19th October I wrote:

My creation won!
As long as it isn't raining on the 19th Nov (General
InterestNight in the 2010/11 Winter Programme) I will bring it
along to show everyone then.

On October 20th Malcolm Parsons replied:

Well done from an intrigued reader! Why can't it go out in the
rain? I reckon it's a Pendolino look-alike, but to get the curves it
had to be made of papier-mâché... But hang on, what's that
about not spilling the beans? Ah, in the finest traditions of model
engineering, perhaps it's made of flattened out bean tins.

This was closely followed by a contribution from the Chairman:

I was intrigued, like Malcolm, and thought the same thing, but I
couldn't remember how to spell paper-machete so could it be
made of wool which has not been pre-shrunk...
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Having had a little more time to think Malcolm added some further
thoughts:

I think the Chairman is onto something... but a paper machete
would not cut the wool (wet and/or dry) off a sheepskin.
However, if Boadica's Chariot was made of papier-mâché, the
old bean syrup tins could be used for the spears on the axle ends.
useful for grass-cutting, severing signal cables, dealing with
errant IDSME members etc.
To power it, after due consultation with and royalties to Mr
Hamlin Junior, Shaun the Sheep could be fitted with some sort
of rod arrangement.
And for Christmas - a bit of tinsel round the chariot and antlers
on Shaun and lo! a sleigh...
An LED red light on Shaun's nose would finish the effect (of
course, when lit he would have to go backwards as a red light
should only be shown to the rear).
And Colin Reid dares to suggest we are all mad.
I'm looking forward to General Interest Night - hope it isn't
raining.

By this time it seemed that some of our members' more fanciful ideas
were actually getting pretty close to the truth, but I think that most
were still genuinely surprised when the reality was duly revealed on
19th November.
The red nose idea was already under way, even as Malcolm suggested
it, as my daughter, Roz, who had previously been somewhat sceptical
about the whole project, was already working on a scheme to
temporarily convert Victor into a reindeer for Christmas, with some
tinsel, a set of battery-operated fairy lights, a red pompom nose, a set
of kid’s clip on antlers and some dummy parcels to cover the slate load.
See fig. 5. It is in this configuration that I managed to take some video
clips on Boxing Day 2010, which Maxitrak have neatly stitched
together on their ‘You-Tube’ channel (even if the spelling on the
captions leaves a little to be desired). You can find this by looking for
‘Clips’ on the Starter Chassis page of the Maxitrak website
(www.maxitrak.co.uk).
The nicest aspect of this somewhat wacky project was that it involved
everyone in my family in one way or another, and how many Model
Engineering projects can claim that?
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Our regular clientele seem to have warmed to Victor on his occasional
forays around our track, as evidenced by the May 2011 running day
where, on one occasion, Victor had a full load on board, but was unable
to proceed because there were three steam-hauled trains in front of
him waiting for passengers prepared to forego the chance to ride
behind the horse.
I long ago noted that the model boat fraternity seem to be happy to
have novelty boats such as radio-controlled ducks and rowing boats co-
habiting with fine scale models on the same pond so I couldn’t help
wondering why the same didn’t seem to be true in the Model
Engineering world. I guess it is because it is more difficult to envisage
novelty locomotives, so Victor is my attempt to overcome this situation!

Figure 5: Victor Dressed For Christmas
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Once again the worst of the
weather passed IDSME by
at the September Family
Day on 17th Spetember.
An enjoyable day was had
by all, with a good turnout
of families and friends. One
family was represented
through the generations
from Great Grandad down
to Great Grandchild. It was
good to see the number of
youngsters who attended
and were able to do things
that are not possible when
the public are about. We
also had a visit from 'Our
Man in Havana' who had
just returned from a
steam hauled train
from Worcester to
Paddington.

September Family Day



Autumn 2011 25

With Harry Wilcox distracted by MR1000 (above left),
his parents make a break for it, while the going is good! (above Right).

Below: The President at speed.
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Winter Programme
October 2011

Saturday 1st: Public Running Day
Friday 7th: Copenhagen Fields N Gauge Layout

Tim Watson
Friday 14th: Club Auction
Friday 21st: London Underground Central Line Control

Phil Wimbush

Friday 28th: BBC Outside Broadcasts - Geoff Higgs

November 2011

Friday 4th: Model Railway Group Presentation
Saturday 5th: Public Running Day
Friday 11th: Railways of The Shires - Mel Fuller
Friday 18th: Monorails - Adrian Garner
Friday 25th: General Interest Night

December 2011

Friday 2nd: A Miscellany of Making Things
Peter Reynolds

Saturday 3rd: Public Running Day
Friday 9th: Ickenham Evening Portable Track Run

AlsoMembers' Engineering Slides & Videos
Friday 9th to Model Engineer Exhibition
Sunday 11th: Sandown Park

Friday 16th: Christmas Slide Show
Sir Cyril & The Minions

Monday 26th: Members' Running Day

January 2012

Sunday 1st: Members' Running Day
Friday 6th: Engineering the Buccaneer Aircraft

Brian Turnbull




